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£1/2 Million Project Completed

Canongate Youth Project (CYP) at The Hynish Centre - CYP offers a broad range of
services to young people, including support in education, training and employment. This
group of Primary 7 children were preparing for the transition to High School.
The start of the 2011
visitor season on Tiree was
an exciting time, marked
by the completion of two
major projects owned and
managed by The Hebridean
Trust; The Hynish Centre
redevelopment and the
opening of the Treshnish
Isles Interpretative Facility.
2011 was also the 20th
anniversary of the official
opening of The Hynish
Centre in 1991 by HRH the

Princess Royal. In those
20 years the Trust has
subsidised the use of the
facilities by thousands of
disadvantaged young people
and educational groups
from across the UK. Hazel
Reid, from Dundee College
explained, “Our students live
in the most deprived areas of
our city and would never in
their lifetimes have this kind
of opportunity… For young
disadvantaged people there

is no doubt that a trip to
such a place is a wonderful
experience.”
Work began on Alan
Stevenson House - the
largest of the buildings
that make up The Hynish
Centre - in November
2010. Formerly a stores
building for the Skerryvore
Lighthouse and named after
the engineer who built it, the
Category A listed property is
the largest visitor facility on

Hynish Centre bedroom suite Hynish Centre lift

Hynish Centre accessible bathroom

the island.
The refurbishments
included a reconfiguration
of the first floor bedroom
accommodation to include
en-suite bath and shower
facilities and the installation
of a lift, which is a first on
the island, furthering the
accessibility of the Centre
to those with disabilities.
By modernising the
facilities, The Hynish Centre
can now attract a wider
range of visitors. Able to
accommodate 21 people in
Alan Stevenson House, or
when used in conjunction
with the Trust’s adjacent
properties, it can provide a
total of 37 beds. The letting
income is used to subsidise
disadvantaged groups.
One of the first groups to
visit the newly refurbished
Hynish Centre was from
Inveralmond Community
High School, who featured in
the Autumn 2010 Newsletter.
The group has been visiting
Tiree since 1996. Peter West,
the teacher who organises
the annual trip was delighted
by the improvements, he
congratulated the Trust,
saying; “…to express my
delight at the work done in
the recent refurbishment of
the accommodation at Alan

wide range of flora and fauna
and much more besides.
The exhibition, which
focuses on the natural
history of the islands,
includes a scale model. An
audio visual presentation
incorporates footage from
the BBC’s Nature’s Calendar
series, which was filmed on
the islands with Hebridean
Trust Trustee, Professor Ian
Boyd, as a guide. Stunning
images of the islands, kindly
donated by a wide range
of enthusiasts make for a
colourful presentation. The
exhibition also features a
section created by children
from Tiree school, as part
of their curriculum work,
following a visit to Lunga
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Stevenson House. Our group
was one of the first groups
to use the newly refurbished
rooms, showers, toilets, etc
and I would like to thank
The Hebridean Trust for
continuing to invest in this
unique facility.”
Still in the village of Hynish,
in April 2011, The Hebridean
Trust unveiled the Treshnish
Isles Interpretative Facility.
Housed in the Category A
Listed Old Cowsheds, which
were converted specifically
for the purpose. The
exhibition offers visitors the
opportunity to learn about
the enchanted Treshnish
Isles, known for housing
colonies of puffins, razorbills,
guillemots and petrels, a

Canongate Youth Project

able to reach this tough
target”.
Both of these projects
received substantial grant
support from the European
Regional Development
Fund, which is administered
by Highland and Islands
(Scotland) Structural Funds
Partnership Ltd (HIPP)
as part of the European
Structural Fund Programmes
for the Highlands & Islands.
Dennis Malone, Chief
Treshnish Isles Interpretative Facility
Executive of HIPP, visited the
funded by the Trust.
The Hynish Centre and
refurbished Hynish Centre
In addition to the Skerryvore creation of the Treshnish
and the new interpretative
Lighthouse Exhibition, this
Isles exhibition have allowed facility and was hugely
The Hebridean Trust to
is the second exhibition on
impressed with the results.
Tiree, created and managed employ and support local
In addition to the European
by The Hebridean Trust. The businesses. Local contractor grant support, the Trust
aim of these facilities is to
Kevan Brown Ltd was
is grateful to the Heritage
attract further visitors to the awarded the contract to
Lottery Fund, the many
island and encourage them undertake the building
grant making trusts and the
to stay longer, generating
works on both properties
anonymous individuals who
revenue for many of the
and Tiree designers, Blue
supported the projects. n
local businesses. The Tiree
Beyond Design, were
based interpretative facility
employed to create the
is also helping to protect an Treshnish Isles exhibition.
environment that is highly
Colin Woodcock of Blue
sensitive to disturbance
Beyond commented, “This
and to protect the seabird
was a really exciting project
colonies that rely on the
in which to be involved. Not
Treshnish Isles as an annual only because of the amazing
breeding ground.
natural history but because
Pat Graham, who owns
the Trust’s work to secure
Garden House Campsite
funding for projects like
on the Isle of Coll, Argyll,
this is important for helping
commented on the
sustain the community and
exhibition, “thank you and
the economy on Tiree”.
well done for your new
Mike Stanfield, Chairman
Dennis Malone, CEO in
exhibition. It is the best
of The Hebridean Trust,
charge of administering
yet. I encourage all my
commented “We are
the European Regional
campers if going to Tiree
delighted to be bringing
Development Fund, (left) and
to go to Hynish and see
further investment to Tiree.
both exhibitions as it is
Our current projects have a Mike Stanfield, Chairman
of The Hebridean Trust
an experience well worth
budget in the order of £1/2
(right) at the Treshnish Isles
seeing.”
million and, despite the
The redevelopment of
economic climate, we were Interpretative Facility
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Cairn na Burgh Castle is
included in the Schedule of
Ancient Monuments
A view of Cairn na Burgh Beg from the Castle remains on Cairn na Burgh More
Supporting one of the Trust’s management
plan objectives for the site, Cairn na
Burgh Castle has now been placed on
the Schedule of Ancient Monuments. This
signifies that the castle is a monument of
national importance that Scottish Ministers
have given legal protection under the
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979. Over 260,000
archaeological sites and monuments are
recorded in Scotland, of which only 8,000
of the most important examples are
presently scheduled.
Once of great strategic importance Cairn
na Burgh Castle was originally a Viking
fortress, called Kiarnaborg, it first appears
on records in 1249. Since then the castle
has been held and occupied by a number
of historic Scottish families and royalty,
besieged by King James IV, taken by
Cromwell’s army in the 1650s, when books
and manuscripts from Iona, which had
been brought here after the Reformation for
safe-keeping, were probably destroyed, and
garrisoned by Government troops during
the Jacobite Rebellions.
Unusually the castle’s defences are split
between two small islands, which lie only
a few metres apart. In 2006, the Glasgow
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University Archaeological Research Division
was commissioned by The Hebridean Trust
to carry out an extensive archaeological
investigation of the island of Cairn na Burgh
More, one of the most northerly islands that
make up the Treshnish Isles archipelago.
The archaeological survey focused on the
remains of Cairn na Burgh Castle, which
included a substantial curtain wall and
chapel dating back to the 15th or 16th
century, and an 18th century barracks and
guardhouse. Adjacent to Cairn na Burgh
More is Cairn na Burgh Beg. The smaller of
the two islands, Cairn na Burgh Beg houses
the remaining structures of another curtain
wall, guardhouse and a well.
The Hebridean Trust has produced a
method statement for the proposed survey
of Cairn na Burgh Beg and is currently
exploring funding opportunities to ensure
the survey goes ahead. To find out more
about how you can support The Hebridean
Trust’s archaeological work please call
01865 311468 or email
info@hebrideantrust.org. The
archaeological survey report for Cairn na
Burgh More is available to download at
www.hebrideantrust.org. n

2011 TIARG Seabird Survey
June 2011 saw the Treshnish Isles Auk
Ringing Group (TIARG) make their 33rd
expedition to the Treshnish Isles to carry out
their annual seabird survey.
TIARG undertake a full census of the
breeding seabird colonies on both the
Isle of Lunga and Sgeir a’ Chaisteil. By
following the standard protocol set out by
the RSPB, an observation count is carried
out from the water of Guillemots and
Razorbills. To achieve an accurate account
of breeding Puffins, the group have to
scour the islands on foot in search of active
borrows, whilst the Shag nests are counted
to calculate their population. Good weather
meant that in 2011 the group was able
to circumnavigate The Dutchman’s Cap,
enabling them to estimate the numbers of
breeding seabirds on the island for the first
time since 2001.
The systematic ringing of specific seabird
colonies is managed by Robin Ward, the
nominated leader of TIARG, who has taken
part in the annual survey since 1996. He
explained; “By placing lightweight and
uniquely numbered metal rings around
a bird’s leg we are able to identify birds
as individuals, following their survival,
productivity and movements. This data
allows us to monitor bird populations and
survival as a whole.” He went on to say,
“the data provides The Hebridean Trust
with an accurate account of the breeding
success of many of the seabird species; it
also highlights any potential threats to the
colonies.”
The 2011 survey also marked the sixth year
of the Retrapping Adults for Survival (RAS)
program. RAS uses captures (or resightings
of colour-marked individuals) of adult birds
to calculate what proportion survives each
year. TIARG operate one Shag RAS and two
Storm Petrel RAS.
Storm Petrels are captured under the cover
of complete darkness in 18-metre long mist

TIARG 2011 on Lunga
nets. In the past this has kept the group
extremely busy, as they have been known to
catch over 1000 birds in a single night. More
recently however, numbers of Storm Petrel
have been in decline following a nationwide
trend. The busiest night in the nets last year
saw 156 birds caught.
The 2011 survey heralded exciting news.
For the first time, breeding was confirmed
for Corncrakes on Lunga. Related to
moorhens, coots and rails, they are
very secretive, spending most of their
time hidden in tall vegetation, often only
discovered by their rasping call. Two broods
were spotted around the abandoned village
on the northern side of Lunga. Another
highlight was a pod of Killer whales sighted
by one of the team, again a first for the
survey.
The 2011 full survey report will be
published on the Trust’s website (www.
hebrideantrust.org), where previous
years reports (2003-2010) are available
to download. In the meantime, the Trust
is now fundraising for the 2012 survey. If
you would like to support this important
conservation work please call 01865 311468
or email info@hebrideantrust.org. n
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Youth Centre Enjoys Visit to
The Hynish Centre

Young people from Golborne Youth Centre taking a surfing lesson on the Isle of Tiree
Since 1991 The Hebridean Trust, who own
and manage The Hynish Centre have made
it one of their priorities to offer groups of
disadvantaged young people, from across
the UK, an ideal environment to develop
their skills, self-respect and sense of social
responsibility to encourage and enable
them to return to education, job training and
employment.
In May 2011, a group of young people
from the Golborne Youth Centre, based
in London, headed north to Tiree for an

Coasteering on the Isle of Tiree
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adventure unlike anything they had ever
experienced before.
The group is part of the School
Engagement Programme (S.E.P); a
programme aimed at individuals who have
found themselves disengaged from the
formal learning environment. They attend
S.E.P for 3-5 days a week to receive one
to one support, additional help with core
subjects and personal development classes.
As part of their commitment to
disadvantaged young people, The
Hebridean Trust covered the total cost of
the group’s stay at The Hynish Centre and
a fantastic range of challenging outdoor
activities that the Isle of Tiree has to offer.
The cost of the travel was paid for Golborne
by an anonymous donor.
The excitement was boundless as the
group set off from Heathrow Airport,
especially for two young individuals who
had never flown before. When they landed
at Tiree airport, their apprehension about
the no service message on their mobile
phones and the lack of retail outlets was
quickly eased by the warm welcome they

received from Monica Smith and Lesley
McLean, the warden and assistant warden
at The Hynish Centre.
Once they were settled into Alan Stevenson
House, the activities began. Their weeklong
stay included surfing, rock climbing,
abseiling and coasteering. An overnight
camp was also part of the programme,
although bad weather meant this had to
be called off, the group were still able to
cook their dinner over the campfire. The
majority of these young people do not enjoy
an active lifestyle at home so the whole
experience took them outside their comfort
zone. The activities allowed many of the
group to overcome their fears and work
together as a team, looking out for one
another and persevering when the activities
got tough. They were also able to enjoy a
whole lot of fun together.
Dionne Douglas, a Senior Learning
Support Worker at Golborne Youth Centre
commented; “The young people have
taken the skills they learnt and have been
demonstrating them on the programme
already. One young boy stood up in front of
everybody at the youth centre and talked
about his experience on Tiree. He wouldn’t
have had the confidence to do this before
the residential. All the young people are
more confident and find it easier to come

Rock jumping on the Isle of Tiree
up with solutions to problems. These are
key skills they will need to complete our
programme. Also the young people were
expected to show leadership, team work
skills and independence throughout the
week. These are all life skills that we teach
and encourage within the work that we do.
One of our aims is to get them life and
work ready.”
If you would like to find out more about
how you can help support The Hebridean
Trust subsidise groups of disadvantaged
young people visiting Tiree and staying at
The Hynish Centre, please call
01865 311468 or email
info@hebrideantrust.org. n

Individuals from Golborne Youth Centre learning how to surf on the Isle of Tiree
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Listed Building Refurbishment

Upper Square in the Village of Hynish

The Hebridean Trust originally purchased
the four cottages at Upper Square in the
village of Hynish in 1997. Originally the
Lighthouse Keepers’ Cottages for the
Skerryvore Lighthouse, the Category A
listed properties were renovated by the
Trust for the purpose of providing low cost
housing solutions to families and couples
on the Isle of Tiree.
Recent refurbishment work to one of the
cottages carried out by local contractor,
S&N Property Maintenance, was
completed in October 2011, prior to the
Trust letting the property. n

Accommodating a Technology
and Innovation Leader

Morton Boyd House and Tiree Radar Station, known locally as the “Golf Ball” (inset)
As part of the management of several properties on the Isle of Tiree, one of the
many objectives of the Hebridean Trust is to provide accommodation for visiting
contractors whose work is improving the public services and utility provision on
the island.
Currently, Raytheon Systems, a technology and innovation leader who design,
develop and manufacture defence and security solutions in the UK, is one such
contractor. Their work on the radar facility on Tiree is likely to keep them on the
island until July 2012. The Trust is providing accommodation at Morton Boyd
House, as a comfortable and convenient location for their project manager and
colleagues. n
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Hynish Harbour and
Flushing System

Hynish Harbour, Flushing System Inlet (inset)
Images taken and kindly donated by Douglas Wilcox
The next phase of projects
to be undertaken by the
Trust focus on Hynish
Harbour and Flushing
System on the Isle of Tiree.
The pier and harbour at
Hynish were built to enable
the transportation of building
material for the Skerryvore
Lighthouse. They were built
from granite which came
from a quarry on Mull and
date back to the 1830s
when the lighthouse was
being constructed. Once
the Lighthouse was built it
provided an all-year-round
berth for the lighthouse
tender.
During the 1840s and 1850s
it was from Hynish Harbour
that many emigrants set
sail for a new life in Canada
following the potato famine
and the sub-division of the
crofts due to the islands

burgeoning population at
the time. The emigration
of around 1300 islanders
was ‘assisted’ by the Duke
of Argyll to help relieve the
overpopulation at the time.
The dock at Hynish could
be enclosed using timber
stop booms lifted into
position by a hand-operated
crane as required to keep
out storm conditions. To
overcome the problem of
accumulating silt in the
harbour, Alan Stevenson
created an ingenious gravity
based flushing system.
Water from a reservoir on
a hill to the west behind
Hynish could be released by
wooden sluice gates at low
tide to wash out the silt and
sand deposits.
The Hebridean Trust is
planning to create a new
interpretative facility at

Hynish to celebrate the
engineering spectacle of
the harbour and its flushing
system. Allowing visitors
to the Isle of Tiree to
learn about the historical
significance of the harbour,
how the harbour and flushing
system were built and how
they operated, during the
building and operation of the
Skerryvore Lighthouse.
To find out more and
support the development
of the hynish harbour and
flushing system project
please call 01865 311468
or email
info@hebrideantrust.org n
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Welcome to a New Trustee

Paul Tjasink Stanfield
The Hebridean Trust warmly
welcomes Paul Tjasink
Stanfield as a Trustee. Paul
was invited to join the Trust’s
Council of Management
in June 2011 and brings a
wealth of experience from
the charity sector and a love
for the Hebrides that dates
back over 20 years.
Since first visiting Tiree at
the age of eight, Paul spent
many summer holidays
on the island and now
continues to visit regularly
with his own young family. In
the early 1990’s Paul worked
for the Trust as its Executive
Director on developing
Alan Stevenson House,
renovating Lower Square
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and creating an island life
museum.
Paul is now the Chief
Executive Officer of London
based charity, Claremont,
which he established as
the first arts therapies
community-based centre in
the UK. Claremont offers a
wide range of life enhancing
activities particularly to older
members of the community,
they specialise in improving
psychological well-being
and serve approx 1000
each year. In addition to his
experience establishing and
running charities, Paul spent
several years in the USA
working for large technology
firms as a specialist in

strategy and marketing.
He also has an MBA from
Warwick.
When asked what he
feels he can bring to The
Hebridean Trust, Paul said,
“I hope that I can bring
not only a passion for
the Hebrides but a mix of
commercial awareness and
charity know-how.”
The Hebridean Trust
seeks out and works with a
wide range of people who
generously provide their
expertise to support the
development of the Hebrides
and sustain the islands
unique way of life and
abundant wildlife. n

Wedding at The Hynish Centre

Mr and Mrs Ferrie who were married at Hynish Pier

In July 2011 The Hynish
Centre hosted its first
wedding ceremony since the
completion of refurbishment
works. The happy couple
Dawn McLean and husband
to be Neal Ferrie chose
the Centre as the perfect
location for their special day.
It provided plenty of space
for all the celebrations,
accommodation for many
of the guests and not
to mention the beautiful
surroundings of Hynish.
The ceremony was
conducted in glorious
sunshine outside Alan
Stevenson House. When
asked about her special
day, Dawn said “It was a
beautiful location for our
special day.” n

New Volunteers
Admission is free to both the Skerryvore Lighthouse Exhibition and the new Treshnish
Isles Interpretative Facility. Open from May to September, the exhibitions rely on
donations from visitors towards their running costs. The Hebridean Trust is also grateful
to the volunteer guides, who generously give their time to assist at the exhibitions. This
season, local resident, George Cleland has taken on one such role. He commented;
“It’s great to be able to give something back by volunteering for the Trust. Visitors are
amazed when they enter the Treshnish Isles Exhibition and it’s good to be part of this
experience.”
To find out how you can support the continued running of The Hebridean Trust’s
Exhibitions and the development of further attractions please call 01865 311468 or
email info@hebrideantrust.org n
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How you can support our work
Making a donation

Become a Friend of The Hebridean Trust

I would like to make a donation to The
Hebridean Trust of £

Friends of The Hebridean Trust are enthusiasts
who wish to support our work, be kept up to
date with the progress of the Trust’s projects
A regular gift, by Direct Debit would be
and receive details of new initiatives. Friends
especially valuable in helping us to plan ahead
receive a subscription to our newsletter, 5%
with confidence. Please request details by
discount on standard prices for accommodation
emailing info@hebrideantrust.org
at the Hynish Centre on Tiree and an enameled
Please complete your address details and return lapel pin.
your donation to the address below.
Tick here for an application form:
Please complete your address details

Gift Aid

You could substantially increase the value of
your donation to us if you are a UK taxpayer.
Every £1 you give could be worth £1.25 to
us – at no additional cost to you. If you would
like The Hebridean Trust to further benefit from
your donations through Gift Aid now and in the
future, please tick the appropriate box below:

Remembering us in your will

Please treat the donation detailed on
this form as a Gift Aid donation

Address

Please treat this and all subsequent
donations and subscriptions as a
Gift Aid donation until further notice.

Email

Such a gift will help support the future of the
Hebridean islands.
Tick here to find out more:
Please complete your address details

Name

Postcode

Telephone number

Date
Please note you must be a UK taxpayer and pay an
amount of income tax or capital gains tax at least equal
Signature
to the tax we reclaim on your donation/subscription.

Making a gift of shares & property
Gifts of shares and property can be made
extremely cost-effectively.
Tick here to find out more:
Please complete your address details

Please return to: The Development
Office, The Hebridean Trust, North Parade
Chambers, 75a Banbury Road, Oxford
OX2 6PE. Alternatively telephone the
Development Office on 01865 311468 or
email info@hebrideantrust.org

The Hebridean Trust was founded in 1982
Trustees:
Mike Stanfield (chairman)
Professor Ian Boyd
Alan Smith
Paul Tjasink Stanfield
The Hebridean Trust Limited (known as The Hebridean Trust) is a charity
registered in Scotland (SC038956) and in England and Wales (285629).
The Hebridean Trust Limited is a Company Limited by Guarantee No.
1653639 and registered at 75a Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 6PE.
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